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WELCOME WEEK EDITION
A Letter from the Editor-in-chief
To the members of the Lawrence University Class of 2017:

I am thrilled to introduce you to the Welcome Week issue of The
Lawrentian, one of the oldest student organizations at Lawrence University
and our student newspaper since 1884. This inaugural issue of the new
academic year, specially packaged just for you, contains wise words from
current Lawrence seniors; advice on adjusting to a new environment; a preview of your new state’s favorite football team; and recommendations for
off-campus excursions.

Throughout the school year, The Lawrentian serves as the premier
source for breaking news, administrative changes, sports coverage, cultural
criticism and fervent opinions of passionate Lawrentians. Our weekly print
and online publications, however, do not merely dole out the ramblings of
our student body; they provide the important opportunity for college and
conservatory students to complicate black-and-white matters, generate
illuminating discussions and, ultimately, contribute to the social inquiry that
forms the foundation of our nationally acclaimed liberal arts education.

It is my hope that every Friday, you will pick up the newest issue of The
Lawrentian and read the laboriously assembled work of writers, photographers, artists and highly caffeinated editors who, like your current self, had
to make choices about how to supplement their academic trajectories in the
first few weeks of freshman year. As you navigate the cacophonous territory
of the Activities Fair on Sept. 20, silently stare at posters in bathroom stalls
and attend more informational events than classes, consider adding your
unique voice to The Lawrentian.

Whether you are a print media amateur or veteran journalist, collaborating with our staff members and sharing your opinion on our campus’ newsstands represents active engagement in dialogue about topics that will shape
our collective college experience. And if you don’t, well, a pile of our newspapers makes a fantastic sled down Union Hill. I’ll see you there.
Sincerely,

Fanny Lau
Editor-in-chief

Making the most of your four years at Lawrence
Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer

______________________

Welcome to Lawrence, the
land of a thousand activities,
inhabited by students who try to
do all of them. Between concerts,
meetings, games, meets, performances, Greek activities, volunteering, rehearsals, cooking dinners in campus houses and digging in the SLUG garden, not to
mention actual classes, there is
never a dull moment.
Such a schedule can easily
make it difficult to get to some of
the assorted events we intend on
attending but never quite make it
to. When you’re new to Lawrence,
it’s hard not to be completely
oblivious to different classes and
events that later you’ll wish you
had learned about earlier. And
it’s so easy to become so busy
with our own activities that it’s
hard to fit in something new. But
we won’t always have such easy
access to many of the opportunities Lawrence offers, so why not
take advantage of them?
With that question in mind,
I have compiled a short list of
opportunities that I encourage
you to check out.
Right off the bat in the fall,
you can get your fix of local vegetables, fruit, honey, jams and
Wisconsin knick-knacks just
a quick walk from your dorm.
Appleton hosts a local farmers’
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market every Saturday morning
on College Avenue. Perfect on a
chilly October morning with a
steaming cup of coffee or cider.
Interested in trying a new
exercise activity or looking for a
midday break from studying? Take

details about each of these free
classes on the Lawrence website
and calendar.
As students, we inevitably
will be looking for jobs in our
future, jobs that require a sharplooking resume and cover letter.

This opportunity is a simple yet
extremely helpful resource that
more students should use.
The next two opportunities
go along with our liberal arts
value of being exposed to a range
of subjects, ideas and experienc-

Clockwise from top left: Convocation speaker Bill Viola, Downtown Appleton Farmers’ Market, Wellness Center, A cappella concert
Photos by Thao Nguyen, Downtown Appleton Farm Market, & Will Melnick

advantage of hour-long classes in
yoga, pilates, muay tai and, new
this year, “Butts and Guts.” These
classes occur midday, two or three
times a week and do not require
any prior sign-up. You can find

First, I would recommend that any
student reach out to the Career
Center for any assistance they
need, but my main recommendation is to use the walk-in hours
for resume and cover letter help.

es. The first is lectures outside
of classroom hours. Throughout
the year, you will continuously
hear about lectures from faculty
or guests from all departments
and fields. We all try to attend the
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lectures in our area of study, but I
challenge you to go to the lectures
outside your sphere of learning.
By attending something new, you
are enriching your liberal arts
experience, introducing yourself
to a new professor and possibly
discovering connections to your
field that you would have never
thought about previously.
The second refers to the rich
variety of musical talent that visits Lawrence each year through
the Artist Series and Jazz Series.
Although these events are generally well advertised around campus, many students do not make
it to these performances, often
due to ticket price or the concert
not being in their sphere of interest. Whether your preferred genre
is jazz, classical, contemporary
or another, Lawrence has made
world-class artists and masters of
music extremely accessible to us,
particularly for Conservatory students, who can attend these concerts without paying for a ticket.
Again, why not enrich your education by exposing yourself to new
sounds and genres?
Thinking about all these
events and activities can be overwhelming and exhausting. There
are only 24 hours in a day and we
can only do so much, but this is a
great time to challenge yourself to
jump into opportunities outside of
your primary interests and get as
much out of Lawrence as you can!

Fresh Opinions
Duff researches alcohol
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Staff Writer

__________________________________

WARCH
(Pusey, Somerset, 4th and 2nd
Floor Lounges)
The Warch Campus Center, a
four story LEED-certified building is a major study hub for
Lawrentians. Warch houses a
plethora of study areas that students can use. Open 24 hours a
day, this building effectively meets
the needs of an active and academically driven student population.
Perhaps the most popular
study spots, barring the library,
are the Somerset and Pusey
Rooms, located on the third floor
of Warch. They are ‘twin rooms’,
connected by a removable wall.
Both rooms provide a quiet and
relaxing study environment with
lowered lighting, comfy couches
and chairs and walls of windows
which all contribute to the serene
environment. Although there are
no official rules for the rooms,
students respect each other by
participating in silent study. The
two rooms are adjacent to the
Fox River, making it easy for students to enjoy taking quiet breaks
to look at the natural environment that surrounds campus.
The Somerset and Pusey Rooms
are ideal for students who like

a peaceful study area close to
the comforts of nature and conveniences of the campus center.
Because these spots are rated
highly among students, they are
easily filled before and after midterm reading periods and finals
weeks. So if you want a spot during high traffic times, grab your
coffee and snag a chair early.
Similarly, the fourth floor of
Warch is a study spot that is easily
filled during the fifth and tenth
weeks of each term. Overlooking
the third floor, this space is smaller than the Somerset and Pusey
Rooms. Large tables and private
study rooms make this study spot
especially ideal for group projects,
student organizations and meetings. The Craft Corner, open to
all students, is helpful for making
posters, jazzing up a project or just
making a fun door dec. Book one
of the study rooms online (go to
“Calendar” and then click “Room
Reservation” from the menu to the
left on the Lawrence website) for
a group study session.
The study areas on the second floor of Warch, near Kate’s
Corner Store, are a place where
students can participate in recreational activities or grab a quick
snack between study sessions.
Located beside the Esch Hurvis
studio, this space has couches,
tables, a fireplace, a pool table, a

Top to bottom: Warch Campus Center Pusey Room and Somerset Room
Photos by Will Melnick

DIY room decorations
Laura Udelson

Associate News Editor

______________________

As a new student, one of your
first tasks will be to liven up the
bleak walls of your dorm room.
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) projects can
be a fun and affordable way to add
personal flavor to your new home.
These can be as simple as painting
faces on rocks or as complicated
as making a lampshade out of
plastic spoons. It is not necessary
to follow instructions or guide-

lines for DIY or decorative projects. In fact, you can be as absurd
or practical with your creations as
you desire, which is what makes it
so much fun.
There are many ways to
decorate a desk with recyclable
materials. For instance, you can
use old magazines to make small
containers. There are two easy
ways to do this. One way is by rolling up magazine pages into tight
tubes and gluing them together
horizontally. Another way is by
weaving folded magazine strips in
an under-over pattern. With both

ping-pong table and a television.
If you’re someone who needs frequent study breaks, this may be a
great study spot for you. The area
tends to be crowded with pingpongers and people watching TV
during the evening but tends to be
quiet in the morning.

of these methods, you can create a
bendable, sturdy material to make
colorful cups and boxes. Origami
can also be used to make many
kinds of decorations, figurines
and small boxes for your desk.
If you want to create your
own chalkboard you can buy
chalkboard paint or chalkboard
spray paint. You can apply this to
any hard surface you like and turn
it into a chalkboard.
The decorative materials that
you use and the ways that you
arrange them can help create an
“aura” in your room. For instance,
if you want a sense of nature in
your space, you might consider
buying indoor plants. I recommend those that do not require

The declassified guide to your home away from home
Xue Yan

Staff Writer

______________________

Do you like your dorm? Well,
maybe you should know more
about it before answering this
question. This article will provide
you with information about the
dorm you will live in for the following year.
Colman Hall
Colman Hall is one of the two
freshman dorms that have sinks in
every room. The building faces the
Fox River and the Lawrence tennis
courts and many rooms have a
great view. Colman is the farthest
dorm from the Warch Campus
Center and might take seven minutes to make the walk.
The Lawrence bookstore is
located on the first floor and is
open for buying, selling and renting textbooks at the beginning and

STEITZ/ SCIENCE HALL
LOUNGES
Another popular study spot
is the science building, made up
of Steitz Hall and Youngchild Hall,
which houses natural science
classrooms and offices. Students
are drawn to this location because
there are many places to study
and its location is ideal for residents who live on the western half
of campus.
Situated across from the recognizable cupola of Main Hall,
Steitz is an area where students
can study individually or host
small study groups. The main
atrium is a grand and airy space
with tables along the walls for student use. Above the main atrium
is the bridge between Steitz and
Youngchild, which houses its own
atrium and small study space.
While the atriums of Steitz
are striking, the beauty of the
building is that some of the best
study spots are hidden. Along
the outskirts (i.e. tucked at the
end of long hallways) are tables,
bookshelves and whiteboards.
These spots are especially popular
among science students for quick
study sessions between classes.
Additionally, students hailing
from Colman, Ormsby, Hiett and
Brokaw find it convenient for its
short distance from their dorms.

FIRST FLOOR LOUNGE MAIN
During the daytime, students
often study in Main Hall. Like
Steitz, Main Hall offers a different
type of study environment. Main
Hall’s first floor common room is a
cozy study lounge with an antique
flair. Photos of Lawrentians of the
past line the walls, inviting couches and chairs populate the room
and computers and popular magazines are available for students
to use. This space offers a comfortable study atmosphere similar to that of the “Harry Potter”
or Milwaukee-Downer Room in
the library, yet is often not as
crowded. The computer lab just
around the corner makes typing
a paper or doing research easier.
Several departments also house
offices here, so it’s convenient for
those looking to check in with
their professors.
Students usually study here
in between classes for a quick
review, to do their homework or
prepare for a meeting with a pro-
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Nooks and books: The best study spots across campus
Chelsey Choy
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end of each term. On the first
floor there is also a big lounge
and a tennis table that are great
for socializing. There is a smaller
lounge in the basement that has a
pool table. The elevator in Colman
is slow and not always active.
Kohler Hall
You may have noticed Kohler
Hall when you were visiting
Lawrence since Kohler is definitely the skyscraper among all the
freshman residence halls. Kohler
is seven stories tall and has an
octagonal shape.
Another name for Kohler is
“The Tower of Purity” because
Kohler is the only substance-free
residence hall on campus. All of
the residents in Kohler sign a
contract saying they will not use
alcohol, tobacco or recreational
drugs within the hall. Kohler is
very close to the Warch Campus
Center, the library and the Hurvis

Center. Kohler boasts a sink for
every room as well as an efficient
elevator, and students can play air
hockey in the basement. It is usually quiet in Kohler. The rooms in
Kohler usually have an odd shape,
so be creative when arranging
your furniture!
Ormsby Hall
Ormsby is the oldest residence hall on campus. Three of
the four floors are women’s floors,
the basement included. The inside
and the outside of the building
look nice, and the floors inside of
Ormsby is hardwood. This makes
your dorm feel more like home,
but some students complain that
the floor boards creek a lot.
Ormsby is close to academic
buildings like Main Hall, Steitz and
Youngchild Halls and Briggs. For
this reason, if you live in Ormsby
and wake up even 10 minutes
before class, you probably will not

be late.
Due to the location and big
lawn right in front of Ormsby, the
building is a place where some
events happen. Every year in
spring, “Ormsby Zoo Days” occurs
and includes live music, grilled
food, crafts and games. In the winter, an ice lake will be made in
front of the building so that students can play broomball.
There is no elevator in
Ormsby, and the stairway is pretty
narrow. For this reason, it can
be slow for students to move in
and out.
Plantz Hall
Plantz Hall is the closest residence hall to the Conservatory
and is therefore convenient for
music majors. The building is
located right next to the Chapel
and the library is directly across
the street.
Many students choose to live

in Plantz because of its nice bathrooms. Indeed, the bathrooms are
brand new and clean. Many of the
rooms in Plantz receive sunlight
every day.
Other than going to the
Chapel and the Conservatory, students have to cross the street to go
places. For some students, it can
be annoying.
Sage Hall
Sage Hall is adjacent to the
Warch Campus Center. It has an
elevator that makes it convenient
for students to move around the
building. There are many kinds
of rooms in Sage from singles and
doubles to quads and suites.
Sage has a big basement
where students can have gatherings and student group activities.
The large space on the first floor
lounge is also an ideal place for
students to socialize.
The doubles in Sage do not
have ceiling light. For this reason,
many students decide to buy a
large lamp for their room.
Trever Hall
Facing the Fox River, Trever
Hall has a great view and a nice
natural environment. The inside
of Trever is identical to the inside
of Plantz, so Trever has the same
nice bathrooms as Plantz.
Trever is the farthest dorm
from the library and the academic
buildings.
Left to right: Trever Hall and Sage Hall
Photos by Will Melnick

Getting along with roommates & hallmates Keeping in touch with friends
Terese Swords
Staff Writer

__________________________________
Top to bottom: Steitz/Science Hall lounges, Main Hall Strange Commons, Kruse Room
Photos by Will Melnick

fessor. Unlike Steitz and Warch,
Main Hall is not open at night, yet
this does not stop it from being a
popular choice among students.

are covered with snow and chimneys are spouting off smoke. It’s a
very quiet lounge, so if you want
an alternative to the old bookand-desk study arrangement, this
may be the place for you.
Lawrence has an amazing selection of places to study!
Warch, Steitz, and Main Hall are
just a few. Use this article as a
place to begin or remember favorite study spots. Good luck and
happy studying!

very much maintenance or sunlight, such as air plants (tillandsia), bonsai trees and cacti. You
might also try arranging seashells,
dried flowers, crystals, rocks,
dream catchers or maybe small
animal skulls (to each his own,
right?).
If you prefer more minimalist or retro décor you might buy
beaded curtains or create a geometric mural on your wall with
colored tape or colored post-it
notes. You can also make geometric patterns by wrapping string
around pushpins that you arrange.
If you want to make your
room feel festive, you might
choose to decorate it with string
lights. You can hang them the clas-

sic way by having them encompass the ceiling, but you can also
get more creative and hang them
to form words or spirals. To create
a unique lamp, you can try placing
the string lights inside of mason
jars. If you’re really feeling festive, you may also embellish your
room with streamers or decorations associated with any holiday
of the year.
I encourage you to look at
the possibilities of arranging and
stacking the furniture in your
room. You can manipulate the furniture to fit you and your roommate’s needs, whether to create
more floor space or to separate

ROGER DALE KRUSE ROOM
Everyone knows about the
Seeley G. Mudd library, the main
resource for research and a popular study location. But within its
walls on the fourth floor is a new
study spot called the Roger Dale
Kruse room. If it’s not often that
you trek up to the fourth floor, you
may want to. Hidden behind the
stacks is a comfy lounge with its
own collection of historical books
and paintings. The room looks
onto Lawe Street, which can be an
amazing view when the rooftops

See page 6

Adjusting to college life is
not always easy and can at times
be overwhelming. One thing that
makes the college transition easier and reduces unnecessary stress
is building a positive relationship
with your roommate. Incoming
freshmen take a roommate compatibility test when selecting their
housing preferences, but even
though you and your roommate
may have similar interests, sharing a small room can still be an
adjustment. This is especially true
if you’ve never done it before. By
following some simple steps, you
can minimize conflict with your
roommate and achieve a considerate and respectful living arrangement.
Soon after meeting your
roommate for the first time, it
is important that you both have
an initial conversation that
addresses your expectations for
each other so that you can avoid

potential problems. Start the conversation with topics that play a
key role in cohabitating such as:
ideal sleeping and studying conditions; when and how much notice
you need for guests to come over;
what you will and will not be willing to share, such as food, laundry
detergent, etc.; and your comfort
level regarding the cleanliness of
your room.
Once these expectations are
known, try your best to be as
considerate as you can of your
roommate’s expectations.
If
there is something that you are
uncomfortable with, for instance
leaving your door unlocked, make
it known so that you and your
roommate can discuss and set initial boundaries. If your roommate
breaks these boundaries later in
the year, it will make it easier for
you to tell your roommate that
you are uncomfortable if these
rules were already clearly laid out.
If a conflict does arise
between you and your roommate,
try to make sure that you approach

the conflict constructively so that
you two will be able to resolve it
with a minimal amount of hostility. Usually, conflicts arise because
of a lack of communication, so taking the time to calmly discuss the
issue will be much more beneficial
than getting angry and being passive aggressive.
Most of the time, when a
roommate annoys you or does
something rude or inconsiderate,
it is because he or she is just oblivious and would gladly be willing
to adjust that behavior for your
convenience. However, if you feel
that you still don’t see eye-to-eye
with your roommate after having
a conversation one-on-one, you
can take the conversation further.
Seeking out your RLA and asking
for advice may help each of you
to appreciate the other’s perspective.
Just like a roommate, your
hallmates are individuals whom
you will see and interact with

See page 6

Reinventing yourself in college
Isabel Hemley
Staff Writer

__________________________________

Sept. 4, 2012. Move in day.
For the fourteenth year in a row,
I found myself stressing out about
my first-day-of-school outfit. I
ended up choosing a pair of jean
shorts and a white Florence and
the Machine t-shirt. I wanted to
seem like I didn’t really care but at
the same time be a bit of a hipster.
Looking back now, it seems a little
ridiculous, but I knew it was the

day that I was going to step into
a completely new part of my life.
Not a single person on Lawrence’s
campus had any idea who I was.
They didn’t know that in fifth
grade the boys in my class thought
it would be hilarious to call me
Isa-smell, or about that time
freshman year when I fell flat on
my butt in front of the high school
cafeteria. I was a completely new
person, or at least I could be if I
wanted to. When I left my town of
10,000 people, I was pretty sure
who I was. I didn’t spend much

time in high school caring what
people thought of me because
most people already had a pretty
good idea: A theatre-obsessed coffee addict, ready to move on to
bigger and better things. But at
Lawrence, I didn’t want to only be
that girl anymore. I wanted people
to actually know me, and not just
because they saw the school musical.
Going to college, nobody has
any expectations of what you’re
going to do or who you’re going
to be. Reinventing yourself means

Haley MacDuff
Staff Writer

______________________

A few weeks ago, as your
friends started to go off to their
first year of college, you promised each other you would stay in
touch. You would text all the time,
Skype and maybe even make the
occasional phone call. However,
most universities have been in
session for at least two weeks and
the text messages have slowed,
the Snapchats are less frequent
and you’ve only Skyped twice. You
fear that your friends have forgotten all about you.
Not to worry—you are about
to experience the exact same
whirl of activities and events that
your friends just went through.
Between joining clubs, studying
for classes and making friends,
you will barely have time to make
that FaceTime date with your parents. However, take care not to
let all the great new people you
meet cause you to forget about
leaving all the expectations and
preconceived notions behind you.
You can finally be yourself without
the embarrassing moments trailing alongside you—let’s be real:
Middle school was one giant awkward moment for us all. But just
because you don’t have to bring
every moment or personal trait
along to college with you doesn’t
mean you should go ahead and get
a head-to-toe makeover and completely switch identities. Instead,
you can join a club that you may
never have thought to join in high
school. You never know where it
might lead you. Don’t worry about
what people are going to think.

your friends from home. Here is
some of the best advice I learned
my freshman year about keeping
in touch with friends from home:
• Schedule a time to talk.
Figure out a time that works for
both of you, even if it’s a week
away. Allow yourself at least a half
hour. If your friend has made time
to talk to you, do not ditch them
for a movie in the lounge.
• Facebook is not that
great. Except for stalking their
“Freshman Year!!!” album. But
really, what meaningful conversation ever happened on a wall?
• Texting is not that great,
either. Yes it’s super easy and
efficient, but try not to communicate only through text. Pick up
the phone, that’s really easy too,
I promise.
• Snail mail is awesome.
I guarantee that getting a real
letter is so much more exciting
than the little electronic envelope

See page 8

Or you can sit down at a random
table in the cafeteria. I did it on
the second day of Welcome Week
and I met my best friend.
Reinventing yourself partly
has to do with the fact that you’re
on your own at Lawrence. This is
most likely your first time living
away from home and everything
that comes with it, including your
parents, siblings and childhood
friends. Every choice you make
here is all yours. If you’re hungry,
nobody gets to say, “Dinner’s not
ready yet.” If you want to eat,

See page 6
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Football
After a 2-8 season, the Vikings begin
this year ranked tenth in the Midwest
Conference Coaches’ Poll. The biggest question marks for the Vikings include: Who
will rise to the occasion on defense? And
how will the team respond to the departure
of starting tailback and emotional leader
Ben Hartman? Senior QB Luke Barthelmess
is the unquestioned team leader this year
after coming off a 2,300 yard, 20 TD season
in 2012. As the owner of several Lawrence
passing records, Barthelmess is primed for
another successful season, but it will hinge
largely on who fills the void in the backfield.
Isaac Barthelmess, Dalton Sendelbach and
Corey Fisher figure to share the workload this season. Switching sides, senior
DB Sam Wagner returns as the Vikings top
defensive player. Wagner broke up a teamhigh 14 passes last season (fourth in the
MWC). Senior linebackers Brandon Taylor
and Andy Paider return as well to anchor
the Vikings defense. If the defensive line
led by senior Gabor Bukszar can generate a
significant pass rush this season, look for an
improved Vikings’ defense and ranking in
the Midwest Conference standings.

Women’s Soccer

A breakout season is in store for this
group. Returning eight starters is a step
in the right direction. Of those returnees,
junior Kelly Muchowski and sophomore
Liza Girsova should prove to be the biggest
difference makers once again. Muchowski,

Men’s Soccer

Following an 8-8-1 (5-4-1 MWC) season, this tough squad will have a new look.
12 newcomers will attempt to fill the holes
left by seven departed seniors. Last season’s standout goalkeeper Kevin Aslett will
be replaced by 6’5’’ freshman Joe Krivit,
who already yielded a shutout in his first
career match at George Fox University.
Junior midfielder Erik Soderlund is playing
his first season of soccer and it has already
paid dividends, as Soderlund scored a goal
in the season opener to spark a 2-0 win
over George Fox. Another player to keep
an eye on is junior midfielder Stephen
Salansky (All-MWC 1st team). Salanasky
brings a competitive edge to the field every
game and will guide the Vikings alongside
six seniors. Lawrence is picked to finish
sixth in the Midwest Conference for 2013,

Five classes to consider
taking your freshman year

By Reid Trier
Sports Editor

but if fully healthy the rest of the MWC may
not sleep too well at night.

Cross Country

The men’s team began the season in
solid fashion, placing fourth out of eleven teams at the St. Norbert Tom Barry
Invitational. Expectations are high and for
good reason. Sophomore linchpin Jonah
Laursen impressed as he finished secondplace in the men’s four-mile in 20:52.6,
earning himself Midwest Conference
Performer of the Week. Junior Kyle Dockery
and senior Jamie Brisbois both finished
just outside of the top ten in the same race.
Furthermore, seniors Kevin Fitzgerald,
Mike Mangian and Dan Thoresen are integral parts of a team hoping to climb the
ladder in the MWC.
The women’s team also grabbed fourth
place at St. Norbert in the 5 km. Senior
Anna Ratliff paced the Vikings with a time
of 20:20.7, as sophomore Liz Landes followed in 20:21.1. Sophomore Clare Bruning
alongside two freshmen—Kristen Bischel
(Menomonie HS) and Amy Hutchings
(Ripon HS)—will factor prominently into
the team’s success in 2013, as well.

Volleyball

the Vikings in assists per set (8.24), while
Rowland led in digs per set (5.52). Junior
middle hitter Betsy Sorensen should be a
force once again as she looks to build on
her 1.86 kills per set from 2012. Thus far,
the Vikings have seen stiff competition at
the UW-Whitewater Invitational. The ladies
fell to UW-Oshkosh, UW-Whitewater and
Carthage, but picked up a win vs. Wheaton
College. Lawrence stands 3-3 overall and
will enter Midwest Conference play on Sep.
15th vs. Grinnell in the ACM Invitational.

Women’s Tennis

A third place finish in the Midwest
Conference North division did not settle
well with the Vikings’ women last season,
as Lawrence narrowly missed out on MWC
Championship competition. Recently hired
head coach Steve Francour will provide stability to the tennis program in the long haul
even if the Vikings take a step backward
this season. Francour has spent the last 23
seasons as head coach of the UW-Oshkosh
program, experience that will prove invaluable for both the men and women’s tennis

See page 8

The Vikings will return five starters
from a year ago and appear destined to
build on an eight-win season. Still, the
preseason Coaches’ Poll tabbed Lawrence
ninth in the MWC. To prove the doubters
wrong, Lawrence will lean on seniors Diane
McLeod and Kathleen Rowland. McLeod led

Fall athletes to watch

Luke Barthelmess — Football

Looking at the numbers, the football team is coming in
with fewer men (39) than they have in the past. We just have to
remember that excellence comes with quality. A prime example
of this is QB Luke Barthelmess, who will be returning for his
senior season. With his average of 229.2 yards per game and a
total of 20 touchdowns last season, we can expect great things
from him this year.
		
Kathleen Rowland — Volleyball
If you look at Lawrence University’s volleyball team record
book, chances are you will see Rowland’s digs as the highest in
countless seasons. Rowland has 1,637 digs in her three seasons
thus far, which is second in the history of the school. The record
is currently set at 1,908, but expect the senior to demolish that
this season and become the new school record-holder in digs.

Gayatri Malhotra — Tennis
Gayatri Malhotra, senior, is anticipated to have a superb
season and be a huge contribution to the tennis team. Malhotra
is currently playing number one singles and 2013 is expected
to be her best season yet. She has added many wins to the team
in her past three years at Lawrence with many more to come
in her final season.

Co-Features Editor

_______________________________________________

Ah, the freedom of being able to choose
your own classes. If you’re coming from a
high school where most of the curriculum
was chosen for you, the intoxication of a
Course Catalogue can be overwhelming.
The choices are (almost) endless in college,
and a degree from a liberal arts institution
is meant to help you explore and develop
different interests. Yes, we’re here to earn
a degree but college education is also about
expanding your intellectual horizons. We’ve
selected just a few of the classes offered at
Lawrence that may help you step outside of
your academic comfort zone, learn something new and, in the process, become a
true Lawrentian.
Sometimes College Ave. can seem like
a harsh divider between the Conservatory
and the rest of campus. If you’re not a part
of the Conservatory, setting foot on these
grounds, where around every corner is an
insanely talented musician practicing their
craft, can be intimidating. But even if you
don’t consider yourself musical, classes in
the conservatory are a great way to become
exposed to a side of campus you might
not otherwise see. Courses like MUHI 120:
Introduction to Jazz History or THAR 111:
Introduction to the Theatre don’t require a
lot of background, so you’re bound to feel
comfortable among other beginners. So if
you’ve ever felt compelled to contemplate
jazz or belt a line from Shakespeare, try it
out.
If you’re like most humans, you probably find yourself philosophizing about being

Andrew Borresen
Staff Writer

_____________________________

Fans of the best franchise in sports, the
Green Bay Packers, have been waiting for
the kickoff of the 2013 NFL regular season
for months now. And thanks to an ironic
selection from the NFL season schedulers, the Packers will get a chance to pick
up right where they left off. Literally. The
Packers begin the regular season where
their hopes for a Super Bowl ring last year
were dashed: Candlestick Park vs. the San
Francisco 49ers. For many, the agony of
watching Colin Kaepernick run all over
the Packers defense lingered far beyond
the season’s end. The Packers’ ineptitude
against the read-option seemed to be this
gripping nightmare that just would not
end. With the offseason in the books, the
Packers are primed to make another run at

them to perform like veterans, coach Mike
McCarthy is going to need them to stay
healthy. If they don’t, we the fans could be
blessed with second round of the Marshall
Newhouse experiment. Please stay healthy,
Dave and Don.
Look, even with the offensive line
question marks, the Packers’ attack will
be one of the most effective in the entire
league. Aaron Rodgers seemingly makes
any receiving corps elite, and he finally
has some help in the backfield. Look for
rookie running back Eddie Lacy to offer
the Packers a dynamic they have been
missing since their Super Bowl XLV run:
A rushing attack. Groomed to succeed at
the University of Alabama, Lacy could pay
immediate dividends. And while we are
discussing the scoring department, expect
Mason Crosby to rebound from his dismal
2012 campaign.
Finally, the Packers’ success will ulti-

See page 8
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If you’re from a bigger city, Appleton
might seem like a serious step down in
terms of culture. But if you’re the kind of
person who likes to spend the day at a
museum, don’t fret! You won’t have to wait
until winter break to indulge in some art.
While the options are definitely fewer in
Appleton than in New York or Chicago, a
smaller city doesn’t completely cut you off.
Here are a few of your options for soaking
up a little culture, just a short walk or drive
away.

Top to bottom: Malhotra, Pieper & Rowland
Photos by Paul Wilke

mately be determined by how well the
defense plays. The Claymaker finally has
some firepower alongside him with the
addition of Datone Jones and a healthy Nick
Perry. The front seven have to pressure
the quarterback in order for FS Morgan
Burnett, CB Casey Heyward, and the rest of
the secondary to make the game-changing
plays we were accustomed to seeing at
times last year. Lastly, have McCarthy and
defensive coordinator Dom Capers used
the offseason to adjust to the new readoption scheme teams like San Francisco
have begun to employ? We should have a
pretty good idea after the Pack play San
Fran and Washington in the first two weeks.
When the bye week comes on September
29th, the Packers will have played three
very challenging opponents, and we the
fans should have a better understanding of
the heights to which this team can ascend.
As always, in Ted we trust.

1. The History Museum at the Castle
You’ve definitely seen i—that big
castle building across the street from the
Conservatory at the intersection of College
Ave and Drew. Practically on campus, the
History Museum should be your first stop
if you have a little time to kill and feel like
spending it at a museum. Featuring both
permanent and rotating collections, the
History Museum has a continuous exhibit
spotlighting one of Appleton’s most famous
past residents, Harry Houdini, as well as
other local history relevant to the Fox Valley
area. Current exhibits also look at the history of food in the area, tools and work in
the Fox Valley from 1840-1950 and Senator
Joseph McCarthy. The History Museum is
open Tuesday through Sunday. Admission
is $5.50 for students with ID—bring a nonperishable food donation for St. Joseph’s
Food pantry and receive 10% off!

Upperclassmen reveal their
favorite courses and why

Andre Augustine
Features Editor

_______________________________________________

As the first day of classes approaches, many of you freshman are deciding what classes
you should take for your first year in college. In your decision process, you are probably
asking questions like, Which class would be the most fun? Which class would be the most
interesting? Which professor would be approachable and the most easy to understand?
The upperclassmen have been on campus long enough to answer some of these questions,
and here are some of their favorite classes and suggestions:
“One of my favorite classes at Lawrence was Organic chemistry. As crazy as it sounds,
I had a blast trying to remember reactions and compounds. I also really liked the way
Professor Debbert went about teaching the class. I felt as though he highlighted the creativity and fun in Orgo. I recommend this class to any and everyone who enjoys making things
and those who are curious about the molecular structure of their surroundings.”
-Sheeniza Shah ‘15
Biochemistry Major/ Studio Art Minor
“My all-time favorite class is Introduction to International Relations with Feryaz
Ocakli. Professor Ocakli inspired me to venture into my major today. He was knowledgeable, and just fantastic. He sparked a fire in me that I never thought I had.”
-Adam Saptura ‘15
Government (International Relations) and Economics Major
“By far my favorite professor at Lawrence is Professor Peregrine in the Anthropology
department. I have loved every single class I have taken with him. He really cares about his
students. His syllabi and expectations are easy to understand and follow. He comes to class
everyday with a positive attitude and everyone in the class laughs at least once a class. A
Peregrine class should be on your to-do list before graduating Lawrence.”
-Jasmine Winters ‘14
Anthropology Major/ Spanish Minor
“My favorite class was Freshman Studies. I enjoyed the class because we got to touch
on so many different topics and tie them altogether. I wish that I could take it again or
maybe major in it.”
-Sam Clary ‘14
Government Major/ Theater Minor
“During my sophomore year I took a class called Lighting Design with Keith Pitts and
Aaron Sherkow. They changed the way I viewed theatre and pushed me to work harder
than I ever have before. Never had I worked so closely with professors and because I saw
them giving it their all, I did as well. Over the term I developed an intense connection with
the work I was doing. I learned with their guidance very much about theatre and even
more so, about myself.”
-Steven Alexander ‘15
Theater Major/ Film Studies and Studio Art Minor
“I really enjoyed Intro to Studio Art with Mr. Neilson. This class was similar to
Freshman Studies in that we engaged in philosophical conversation about art and major
world issues relating to art. In addition, we had nearly four hours of class time twice a
week, which allowed for lots of time for in-class studio work. This class is a good class for
someone who wants a more creative outlet without having the major stresses of some of
the tougher academics at LU”
-Brandin Kreuder ‘15
Double Degree in Viola Performance and Studio Art

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Packers Preview: Rodgers, Lacy, and Matthews show promise
the NFC North title and another postseason
journey. So what can we expect from the
Green & Gold in 2013?
One offseason headline grabbed the
attention of many fans. I wanted to skip
over the exit of Greg Jennings just because
of his irrational, overdramatic ripping of
Aaron Rodgers’ leadership abilities. But he
was a crucial asset to the Packers’ O (when
he would actually suit up), and I expect
the Pack to miss his capability to rack up
the yards after catch. However, the Packers
subscribe to the “next man up” policy, and
the combination of Cobb, Nelson, Jones
and Finley will be one of the best receiving
corps in the league again this year. Sticking
with the offense, the O-line is a quandary in
and of itself. The loss of Bryan Bulaga to an
ACL tear really hurt this unit, and now the
team will rely on David Bakhtiari and Don
Barclay to perform at the left and right tackle positions respectively. Beyond expecting

human. Friendship and love are some of the
trickiest conundrums of human life and
just some of the topics covered within PSYC
270: Social Psychology. While you’ll need
PSYC 100 or sophomore standing to take
it, the class is a great survey of some of the
most interesting topics in social psychology. The class makes great use of media, so
though it’s a larger, lecture-style class, it’s
never boring. Also, because the subject matter covers things we all deal with, the class
often illuminates things about your own
life. Not a bad bonus.
One of the most enlightening classes I took my freshman year was GEST
110: Introduction to Gender Studies. The
class was interesting mostly because it was
unlike anything I had taken in high school.
The course explores the fundamental terminology in talking about sex and gender and how our constructions of gender
affect the world around us. Because many
other departments have classes that study
the intersection between gender and their
topic of choice (i.e. studying sexism in a
psychology course or charting feminism in
a history course) this course is particularly
useful. Not only does this course offer an
eye-opening point of view on gender and
how it affects the society we live in, but can
also deepen your understanding of topics in
other areas of study.
Introductory Art courses (ART 100 &
110) seem to go like hotcakes the moment
registration opens, and for good reason.
For those who fancy themselves a bit of an
unknown Picasso or who just want to try

Natalie Schermer

Cameron Pieper — Men’s Soccer
Senior Cameron Pieper is one of the leading returning goal
scorers for the men’s team. Pieper has a lot of speed, which
combined with his fancy foot skills is hard for other teams to
defend.

Kirsten Edwards — Women’s Soccer
Sophomore Kirsten Edwards is going to do marvelous
things for the team. She had an unfortunate season last year,
breaking her foot, but will come back this year stronger than
ever. Edwards will be a key player in the middle and definitely
someone to keep an eye on.

Eryn Wecker

Going museum-hopping

By: Amanda Ollerer

Although many of the Fall athletes have been here for a few
weeks now, preseason has come to an end and their seasons are
just getting started. Expectations are high and all eyes are on a
few key players to make big plays for their respective teams.
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Fall sports sneak peak
a second team all-MWC selection, notched
10 points in 2012 to lead the team, while
Girsova totaled five. Beyond these two leaders, however, the offensive attack struggled
mightily last season and the Vikings will
need several players to step up in 2013.
Freshman Casey Merkle is one answer.
Already, Merkle has gained recognition for
her play. The Costa Rican U20 national team
coach awarded her with MVP honors after
the Vikings recent set of exhibition games
in San Jose, Costa Rica. With the addition
of Merkle and solid play from junior Dani
Glass in the net, there is little reason to
believe these Vikings won’t exceed expectations this fall.

WISE WORDS

2. The Trout Museum of Art
Located just a few blocks down College
Ave, the Trout is definitely your go-to if
you want to get off campus for an hour
or two. It’s a small space, but they generally feature very interesting exhibitions
on a wide variety of subjects—one of my
favorites reviewed art of and relating to
Winston Churchill. This fall, they’re bringing in a show featuring Katherine Hepburn
costumes, a fashion exhibition recently displayed in New York. The Trout is open
Tuesday through Sunday; student admission is $6.
If you have a free weekend and a car
and feel like taking a little road trip with
some friends, there are a few options within
driving distance, as well.
3. The John Michael Kohler Arts
Center
The Kohler Arts Center is located in
Sheboygan, about an hour and a half from
campus—a bit of a trip, but not bad if
you want to spend the day away! With
twelve galleries in 99,000 square feet of
space, the Kohler provides plenty to see
in a day. Various rotating collections feature Uncommon Ground, an installation
that “considers the changing relationship
between humankind and the natural world,”
and The Open Eye, which spotlights artist
Ray Yoshida, among others. The Kohler Arts
Center is open daily and admission is free.
4. The Chazen Museum of Art
Located on the University of Wisconsin
campus in Madison, the Chazen is an excel-

See page 8

“I highly recommend taking Professor Hoffman’s ethnic studies classes! By far, she is
my favorite professor because of her ability to stir an intellectual class discussion on topics
of race and ethnicity!”
-Ja’Nelle Barnes ‘15
English Major/ Creative Writing Minor
“It’s hard to play favorites because each class I’ve taken has influenced my Lawrence
career in a distinct way, but after reflecting, I would say Advanced Creative Writing:
Non-Fiction with Professor David McGlynn is my favorite course I’ve taken at Lawrence.
Advanced Creative Writing: Non-Fiction challenged me to view non-fiction writing in a
refined way, helped me build confidence to dabble into topics I had yet to approach in my
writing, and encouraged me to share my work with others (more particularly, with people
I see every day on campus). Professor McGlynn earned a lot of my respect throughout the
course because he did a phenomenal job of providing constructive criticism on personal
stories without passing judgement on the writer’s way of life.”
-Kelsi Brunn-Bryant ‘14
English and Spanish Major
“I really loved my music theory sequence with Mr. McCardell. He is by far my favorite
professor at Lawrence because he is so nice and funny. I was able to bond with my classmates during those five terms and created memories that we will never forget.”
-Susan Lee ‘14
Violin Performance Major
“After taking two classes with Karen Hoffmann, I realized she was one of my favorite
professors. I have taken Expressions of Ethnicity and African American Writers with her;
both are absolutely amazing classes. She’s a bit challenging, which was one of the things
I liked about her. She provokes critical thinking and analysis beyond the surface. Though
she’s a busy person, she’s always available! Her passion for what she teaches shows in her
teaching. It almost makes you want to learn to love the classes, too! Please take a Hoffmann
course before you get out of Lawrence. It’s worth it!”
-Alysa Bennett ‘15
Music Major/ Ethnic Studies Minor
“In all of my time at Lawrence, I would say my favorite class has been my first
Introduction to Chinese class. I really enjoyed learning something completely out of my
comfort zone. The class was really small, and it was nice seeing all of us struggle to get all
the Chinese tones right.”
-Damilola Lasisi
Economics and Chinese Major

FRESH OPINIONS
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Staff Editorial
What we wish we’d been told as freshmen
Beginning college is a lot like being taught how to juggle for the first time. You have seven competing priorities and not a lot of time to learn them before you start messing up. Hindsight makes
fools of us all, especially at our age, especially at college and it’s easy for upperclassmen to look back
and pinpoint what we would do differently.

With that in mind, we at The Lawrentian have amassed a compendium of advice that we wish
we had had as freshmen. We know that you’re all full-blown adults, now, and can probably navigate
the next four years without the guidance of The Lawrentian Editorial Board, thank you very much;
but we feel compelled to advise you about a few things:

Take advantage of open doors. There’s a reason people commend the advantages of going to
such a small school. Lawrence University’s small student-to-faculty ratio means that, no matter who
you are, your concerns will be heard and considered. Even President Burstein hosts open office
hours.
Don’t overcommit. There’s a thin line for college students between engaging in a club, class or
sport, and burning out. Choose the things you are most passionate about and devote your time to
them. It’s the difference between taking all survey courses and delving deep into a major. The more
you give to a select few interests, the more they reward you.
Care about your grades freshman year. Obvious, right? You are—or someone else is—spending
$49,722 to go to college each year. For that many Jeffersons, you can push yourself a little harder in
the 100-level courses. Sure, it’s brutal now. But the last thing you want is for Future You to look back
and stress over how much you didn’t care about freshman grades. You’ll be thanking us in four years.
For more on this point, see Devin Ross’ “Why to get good grades your freshman year,” pg. 7.
Thus endeth the lesson.

DIY

continued from page 2
your sides of the room. Keep in
mind arrangements that could
become nuisances later on. For
instance, you might come to regret
choosing a certain bunk bed or

Roommates
continued from page 3

throughout the year. In order to
make these interactions positive, certain common boundaries
should be set at the beginning of
the year; for example, quiet hours
are voted on and upheld by the
RLAs. Also, aside from following
the boundaries set by the RLAs,
keep in mind that individually you

Reinventing
continued from page 3

PHOTO
POLL

you can go to the café at 4:30
and, to make things even crazier,
eat ice cream first and then a
meal. Of course these decisions
and moments will all happen on
a much bigger scale than simply
what you eat for dinner, but the

putting a futon in your room when
you could’ve had more floor space.
There are no rules for decorating or DIY projects because it
is all a matter of personal taste.
You might not like embellishments or crafty-looking projects
and prefer to keep your living
space unadorned. On the other
hand, you can try artsy, unheard-

of things like hanging socks filled
with pebbles. It’s all up to you.
Just remember to follow the dorm
rules, and don’t hang or make any
decorations that are inappropriate or can be a safety hazard.
Other than that, you have free
reign, so go crazy.

can avoid a great deal of conflict by following the two cardinal
rules of group living: First, do not
steal from anyone; and second,
clean up any mess that you have
made, whether that mess is in
the bathrooms, the hallway or the
small kitchen space in your dorm.
By being considerate to your hallmates, you will play an important
role in achieving and maintaining
an overall positive hall experience.
While most people have their
pet peeves, always keep an open

mind about adapting to some of
the behaviors and habits of your
roommates and hallmates. While
it is everyone’s right to be comfortable in their own room, when
living with others you’ll have to
make compromises. Part of the
college experience is learning
how to work and live effectively
with others, so recognizing the
importance of patience and communication will go a long way in
making your time at Lawrence
less stressful.

idea is the same.
The person you are now
at Lawrence is completely your
choice. There are so many influences from your home that
have shaped who you are at this
moment, but now you get to shape
the rest of these moments on your
own. You chose to be here and you
get to choose everything, from the
simple things, like what you’re
going to wear on move-in day, to

the big things, like what you’re
majoring in. Reinventing yourself
is simply taking the person you
are already and making that person independent, trimming off a
few of the rough edges (not all
of them, because they make life
interesting), and embracing every
opportunity at hand.

Photo poll by
Nathan Lawrence
and Alan Duff

“What are you
most looking forward to
about your time
at Lawrence?”

Ask a fifth-year
For the freshmen

Dear Will,
Where is the CTL? And do
they tutor on music subjects too?
I’m worried that I’m going to fail
classes and get kicked out. If I have
a B average, is that good enough?
I don’t even know what classes I’m
taking yet, and my advisor is not
answering his emails! HELP!
-Frank Freshman
Dear Frank,
Take a break—you probably
have five minutes to remove yourself from the chaos of Welcome
Week and take some advice from
someone who well remembers
the excitement and stress of his
first college experiences. But I’m
going to let the search bar on the
Lawrence website answer your
questions and encourage you to
focus on the deeper issues you’ll
face over the next few weeks.
First of all, consider what’s
important right now. I’m sure
many of you are stressed about
learning the campus resources,
locations and academic policies. I can imagine you clutching
the Welcome Week schedule for
dear life, checking off informational meeting after informational
meeting. I even remember a few
freshmen in my year who thought
it was important that they take
notes during a hall floor meeting.
While
learning
about
Lawrence’s resources is important and useful, you have so much
time to do this. What you should
really be focusing on right now
is the incredible opportunity you
have to cultivate your social life.
While your friendships will grow
and decay over the next four
years, I can’t stress how important
these first few weeks are in building your social network.
The beauty of these first
few weeks is that you’ll probably
never get a cleaner slate in your
life. You can rewrite yourself from
the ground up if you want. You
have the opportunity to build
new friendships and groups that
will inevitably change your life at
Lawrence more than you could
imagine.
Building your new network
can seem daunting, but I’m sure
many of you have already realized
that the other four hundred of
you are in the same situation—so
don’t be afraid to allow yourself
to open up to new possibilities
and interests when you make new
friends. Lawrence’s mission for
an all-residential campus really
allows for the cultivation of a
unique, diverse and supportive
community with every new freshman class.

Sadly, most upperclassmen
will tell you that most of these
friendships dissolve after the first
year. While you should definitely
keep an open mind when choosing your friends, I have one piece
of advice for you that will help
you to build essential, long-lasting friendships over the next four
years.
What I’m going to tell you
seems like common sense, but
Lawrence desperately needs to
hear it. Do not underestimate the
value of real, honest friendship—
convenience is not the first factor
to consider when starting a new
relationship. Don’t ask yourself
only what you’ll get out of it, but
more importantly focus on the
responsibility you have to invest
your own time and attention.
Having just one or two reliable
and deep friendships is far more
important than having a hundred
acquaintances.
This still may seem blatantly
obvious, but as you come to realize the incredible ambition we
have as Lawrentians, you’ll also
see how this can cultivate selfishness as well. We often focus so
much on ourselves that we forget
that we owe something back to
those who have given us their
time and attention. Even if you’re
completely swamped with work,
simply texting people back and
letting them know you’re too busy
to hang out goes a long way.
That said, it’s important
that you don’t let your responsibility towards others obscure
your sense of self. This is the
time where you should be able to
shed the masks you wore in high
school and truly experience life
as your independent self for the
first time. Friendships that force
you to compromise your identity
aren’t worth your time and are
only going to distract you from
what’s really important.
Now, if you really wanted to
know where the CTL is, I couldn’t
tell you. It moved this year. I think
it did, at least. If anyone should
be ashamed about not knowing
that, it’s the fifth year writing the
advice column, who definitely
could have used a bit more time
with a music theory tutor. That
information, however, is better
obtained via search engine, while
I’m more focused on helping you
with the deeper and less obvious
issues that you’re going to face
over the next year.
My last piece of advice for
you: Don’t ever be afraid to ask
an upperclassman for help. We’re

See page 7

Why to get good grades your freshman year
Devin Ross
Staff Writer

________________________

The transition from high
school to college wouldn’t be a
transition if it didn’t involve
change and adjustment. That said,
I won’t sugar coat it for you: college is very different from high
school. Most of the changes will
be fun and exciting but some will
be difficult and frustrating. The
academic side of college will be
challenging, but getting it right
your freshman year sets the tone
for the rest of your college career.
So, while freshman year sometimes has the reputation of being
a “blow off” year, finding yourself
as an academic can actually make
you healthier and happier and
more able to enjoy your first year
in and outside of the classroom.
First and foremost, college
academics are much more rigorous than high school academics.
You are expected to put in consid-

erably more work. Some teachers will tell you to expect three
hours of work outside of the classroom for every hour you spend
in class. While this isn’t always
true, the amount of time you are
going to spend studying is going
to increase exponentially. Don’t
let it faze you too much though;
you are going to have far more
free time in college than you did
in high school. Most people only
have classes for 2-3 hours a day
and then the rest of the day free.
If you’re smart, you’ll learn to use
that free time effectively.
Assistant
Professor
of
English Garth Bond, gave his own
piece of advice to coming freshman regarding time management.
Bond says, “Get your work started in the afternoon. There will
always be more interesting things
to do than work in the evening.”
When you only have two or three
hours of class a day, it’s easy to
forgo doing that two hour reading
you need to get to and head to the

café instead.
As tempting as this is, as
an upperclassman I assure you
that come Thursday night you’ll
want to go out with your friends
without that hanging over your
head. It’s times like these that
make you realize just how integral
time management is to academic
success (and happiness). Figuring
out a system, whether it be carving out small chunks of time
throughout the day or marathoning it right after dinner when you
happen to concentrate best, will
help you adjust to the increased
workload without sacrificing your
sanity.
Luckily this increased workload isn’t reason to freak out. You
don’t have to deal with all of the
change on your own. Every freshman will be dealing with the same
things, so lean on each other. But
Lawrence also offers all kinds of
resources for you to use.
The Center for Teaching and
Learning (or CTL) is an indispens-

able resource for students. They
have tutors assigned to almost
every class and workshops to help
with time management and study
skills. Additionally, they have writing tutors that can help even if you
just need them for that one tricky
essay.
“Use the CTL. Learning how
to listen to constructive criticism
and to revise your own writing are
the most important skills you can
learn in college,” said Professor
Bond. He continues, “The CTL is
the best place to start working
on both of them. This is true
for everyone, but especially if you
don’t think you’ll do much writing
once you graduate because you
could not be more wrong.”
While it’s certainly important to get your college education
off on the right foot, one mistake
some people make their freshman
year is becoming too preoccupied
with the external markers of academic success (i.e. grades). While
receiving positive feedback on

your work is satisfying, what you
should really be doing is enjoying
college, enjoying learning and taking classes you find interesting.
So while freshman year is
important in that you set your
habits for the rest of your education, a sense of balance is equally
as important. Bond had this take
on grades in college: “[It’s] not
important to get good grades. It’s
important to care about your education and the amazing opportunity you have to grow intellectually in the next four years. Focus
seriously on that and the grades
will follow.”
Assitant Professor of English,
Lena Khor offered some sage
advice about finding your footing
your first year. Said Khor,”It takes
time to figure out what you’re
doing in college—not just what
to do and how to do it, but also
why you’re here at all and doing
all these things. So give yourself
some time and be patient with
yourself.”

nauseum and, to me, aren’t satisfying because we were already
sold on the compelling ones, like
drinking-and-driving.
I’ve got more examples:
According to the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA) in 2009, “By
age 15, half of teens have
had at least one drink.
By age 18, more than
70% of teens have had at
least one drink.” Aside from
telling me that not enough
kids participate in the Holy
Communion, this information is useless.
So instead I’ll try to offer
a few relevant facts instead:
If I were a gambling man, I
would say that two Lawrence
freshmen will go to
the hospital by the
end of September
due to excessive
alcohol
consumption.
That’s
a
safe bet for a
few reasons.
The numbers are on
my side, as is the science. Each
year, an average of 9 students at
Lawrence go to the hospital for
alcohol poisoning. Some of them
are underage, some over. A third
of these happen in September,
which comes as no surprise.
‘Tolerance,’ a fun buzzword
tossed around by everyone who
drinks or knows about drinking,

isn’t a myth. Alcohol dehydrogenate is an enzyme found in varying levels in everyone and the
more you have, the faster you
metabolize alcohol. The dehydrogenase enzymes in the stomach,
along with the liver isoenzyme

age of around $635, according to
the CDC in 2005. Add the ER bill
and the overnight ICU and you
could end up spending on average
$2,000 at one of Appleton’s two
hospitals.
From there, it gets worse.
The bill, thanks to ObamaCare,
goes through your federally
mandated insurance, which
is sent to your home address
where your parents conveniently
live. If you’re 21 or over, the hassle stops there. If you’re a minor,
things get worse.
Sergeant
Dave
Lund of the
Appleton
P o l i c e
Department
informed
me of the
various
p e n a l ties minors
in
possession
or
intoxicated
can
face. For any minor, a

mandatory court appearance is
required. Once there, if a guilty
plea is entered the first fine is
$200.50, the second is $232, the
third is $263.50. Furthermore
your license is revoked for a few
months. Sometimes you have to
take classes, too (read: Repeat the
high school anti-drinking presentation 20 times).
That’s fine, you say while
raising your nose to the ceiling,
I just won’t drink that much.
Unfortunately, that won’t cut it.
In 2009, 17 Lawrence students
were arrested for liquor law violations. In 2010 and 2011 there
were 19 and 20 arrests, respectively. Should you decide to be a
boisterous or belligerent drunk
instead of a convivial one, chances
are you’ll probably end up getting
ticketed.
So there are the facts, interpret them for yourself if you’re so
inclined. Welcome to Lawrence.
Don’t hesitate to prove me wrong.

Minor alcohol considerations: drinking by the numbers
Alan Duff

Op-Ed Editor

________________________

It’s that time of the year again:
The grass is dying, the leaves are
coloring and the freshmen have
arrived. Over the course of the
week, cars have been unpacked;
students have become interior
decorators; and you, the members
of the class of 2017, have taken
your first step towards self-sufficiency as you start making the big
decisions in life.
With this new freedom, you’ll
have plenty of choices fraught
with opportunities to screw up or
succeed. Netflix will be there, as
will study groups.
You’ll have the choice to
drink, too, because let’s be honest, it happens on a college campus—or off campus if you’re
anywhere other than Lawrence
University. I’m not writing this to
make an ethical argument for or
against obeying the law, but rather to enable informed cost-benefit
analysis of underage drinking and
to argue that if you really, absolutely must, drink safely.
I realize this may create some
déjà vu. We all received the same
lecture in high school against
some underage drinking: “It’s not
worth it. You can die. Two thirds
of underage students drink at
some point according to this one
Harvard study. Be above the influence.” These arguments are vague
platitudes that are repeated ad

Illustration by Cori Lin
known as cytochrome
P450 increase as an individual drinks more.
When you hear about a drunk
driver who blew 0.24, that’s why
the driver isn’t dead when most
Americans would be. So if you
must drink, please, for your own
safety don’t try to keep pace with
the upperclassmen. That’s a quick
trip to the hospital, where the
EMS ride alone can cost an aver-

“Pushing my boundaries as
a musician”
- Tanner Stegink

“Soccer”
- Sarah Zaccarine

“Having my own life”
- Katharayn Nelson
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“...meeting all these great
people”
- Brett Barnard

“The food, dude”
- Gillian Etherington

Fifth-year

continued from page 6
the best resource for you when
it comes down to pretty much
anything, and we, like the administration, want you to succeed in
every way possible. So, welcome,
Lawrence University Class of

“To follow all my interests
and more”
- Annie Hutchings

“Winters”
- Vijayshre Krishnan

2017, we can’t wait to meet you!

Burning metaphysical questions, annoying roommate problems or other random thoughts?
Email william.e.doreza@lawrence.edu if you’d like to be
advised in next week’s issue.

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

LISTINGS
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Friends

continued from page 3

that shows up on your phone.
Send your friends pictures, jokes,
quotes, doodles, anything. I’ve
sent a tree in the mail before. If
you think you don’t have time
to write a letter (you do), pick
up a postcard and show your pal
where you spend your time.
• Cut your friends some
slack. They’re busy and trying to

Fall sports

continued from page 4

Classes

continued from page 5

something new, this is the perfect
opportunity. Most of these classes
run around three and a half hours
long, which can sound daunting.
But I’ve found that they’re some
of the most relaxing classes to
take. Left alone with your own
creative energy, your art supplies
and maybe your iPod, it’s a time

Museums

continued from page 5

lent museum to visit if you’re
looking for a little bit of everything. Their collection spans the
breadth of art history, with various periods, genres and mediums.
They also present rotating exhibi-

figure out their new lives also. If
someone isn’t making the effort
to keep in touch, it’s probably not
personal. Just because you aren’t
telling them every single detail
about your life anymore does not
mean you aren’t still friends.
• The phone works both
ways. You often get out of something what you put into it. This
is the case with friendship. If you
haven’t heard from someone in
a while, think about how much
effort you have been putting into
the friendship.
• Nothing will ever beat

face to face. Some people are just
rotten at keeping in touch. Make
plans to see your friends over
breaks. Every term there are a few
friends I rarely talk to, and every
break when we reunite it is like
we were never separated.
Now that you know how
to not neglect your high school
friends, remember to make
friends here at Lawrence! Don’t
let your nightly Skype date with
your BFF stop you from hanging
out with the people on your floor.
You will find your people here as
long as you are willing to look.

programs moving forward.
Seniors Polly Dalton and
Gayatri Malhotra are the top doubles team so far in the young season, while junior Melissa Hereen

has held her own in singles competition. A very busy September
awaits for the Vikings who will
play a majority of their matches
on the road.

to reflect and create. The type of
work you do in an art class is a
nice balance to a more traditional
type of work you may do for other
classes.
Yes, it automatically appears
on your schedule for the first two
terms at Lawrence, but Freshman
Studies has to be one of the best
classes of your freshman year. The
class creates a common ground
beneath the freshman class.
Meeting someone new and have
nothing to talk about? Try, “What

did you think of the Plato lecture?”
The class is a bonding experience
that also exposes you to a variety
of disciplines whether it is natural science or music composition.
The courses also quickly whip
you into shape as far as collegelevel writing goes and give you a
chance to find your voice in small
group discussions. It is one of the
most celebrated parts of being a
Lawrentian, so dig in.

tions throughout the year, which
could be taken from the museum’s
own collection or imported from
around the world and could focus
on a specific artist, theme or period. Currently, they are highlighting artist Romare Bearden and
his series based on “The Odyssey.”
The Chazen is open Tuesday
through Sunday and admission is
free.

And, of course, there’s plenty
of art happening right on campus, too. Wriston’s galleries rotate
around three times a year and
there are other galleries around
campus in the campus center and
the library. Keep a look out for
new shows throughout the year
and in the spring, and watch out
for the Rabbit, Lawrence’s very
own pop-up gallery!
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